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Abstract

In modern cryptography, the random oracle model is widely used as an

imaginary framework in which the security of a cryptographic scheme is

discussed.

In the random oracle model, the cryptographic hash function used in a cryp-

tographic scheme is formulated as a random variable uniformly distributed

over all possibility of the function, called the random oracle, and the legiti-

mate users and the adversary against the scheme are modeled so as to get

the values of the hash function not by evaluating it in their own but by

querying the random oracle.

Since the random oracle is an imaginary object, even if the security of a

cryptographic scheme is proved in the random oracle model, the random

oracle has to be instantiated using a concrete cryptographic hash function

such as the SHA hash functions if we want to use the scheme in the real

world.
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Abstract

However, it is not clear how much the instantiation can maintain the se-

curity originally proved in the random oracle model, nor is it clear whether

the random oracle can be instantiated somehow while keeping the original

security.

In the present talk we investigate this problem using concepts and methods

of algorithmic randomness.
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The Random Oracle Model

• Public-Key Encryption

• Digital Signature
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Digital Signature Schemes

A Signature scheme is used in the following way:

[1] Sender S generates (pk, sk) and then publishes the public-key pk.

[2] When S wants to transit a massage m, it computes the signature σ

using the private-key sk, and send (m,σ).

[3] Upon receipt of (m,σ), a receiver who knows pk can verify the authen-

ticity of m by using pk. This establishes both that S sent m, and also

that m was not modified in transit.
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Digital Signature Schemes

• The Standard Model

• The Random Oracle Model
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Example of

Digital Signature Schemes

in the Standard Model
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Example: “Textbook RSA” Signature Scheme

Definition [Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman 1978]

“Textbook RSA” Signature Scheme is a tuple (Gen, Sign,Vrfy) of polynomial-

time algorithms such that

(i) The probabilistic key generation algorithm Gen takes as input the secu-

rity parameter 1n. It first chooses a pair (p, q) of two distinct n/2-bits

primes uniformly. It then sets N := pq and chooses a pair (e, d) with

ed ≡ 1 mod (p−1)(q−1) uniformly. It finally outputs a public-key (N, e)

and a private-key (N, d).

(ii) The deterministic signing algorithm Sign takes as input a private key

(N, d) and a message m ∈ ZN , and outputs a signature σ := md mod N .

(iii) The deterministic verification algorithm Vrfy takes as input a public key

(N, e), a message m ∈ ZN , and a signature σ ∈ ZN , and outputs 1 if

m ≡ σe mod N , and 0 otherwise.
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Example of Security Notions

in Digital Signature Schemes

in the Standard Model
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Experiment for Existential Unforgeability

Consider the following experiment defined for the “Textbook RSA” Sig-

nature Scheme (Gen, Sign,Vrfy), a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A,

and a parameter n:
� �
The signature experiment Sig-forgeA,Textbook RSA(n):

1. Gen(1n) is run to obtain a public-key (N, e) and a private-key (N, d).

2. Adversary A is given (N, e), and outputs (m,σ).

3. The output of the experiment is defined to be Vrfy((N, e),m, σ).

� �
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Definition of Existential Unforgeability

Definition [Existential Unforgeability]

The “Textbook RSA” Signature Scheme is existentially unforgeable if for

all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A and all d ∈ N there exists

N ∈ N such that, for all n > N ,

Prob
[
Sig-forgeA,Textbook RSA(n) = 1

]
≤

1

nd
.
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Insecurity of the “Textbook RSA” Signature Scheme

Theorem

The “Textbook RSA” signature scheme is not existentially unforgeable.

Proof) Given a public-key (N, e), the adversary first choose an arbitrary

σ ∈ ZN and compute m := σe mod N . Obviously, Vrfy((N, e),m, σ) = 1

holds, and (m,σ) is a forgery.
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Digital Signature Schemes

• The Standard Model

• The Random Oracle Model
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Example of

Digital Signature Schemes

in the Random Oracle Model
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Example: RSA-FDH Signature Scheme

Definition [Bellare and Rogaway 1993]

Let H : N× {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ with |H(n, x)| = n.
The RSA-FDH signature scheme is a tuple (Gen, Sign,Vrfy) of oracle polynomial-
time algorithms such that

(i) The probabilistic key generation algorithm Gen takes as input the secu-
rity parameter 1n. It first chooses a pair (p, q) of two distinct n/2-bits
primes uniformly. It then sets N := pq and chooses a pair (e, d) with
ed ≡ 1 mod (p−1)(q−1) uniformly. It finally outputs a public-key (N, e)
and a private-key (N, d).

(ii) The deterministic signing algorithm Sign takes as input a private key
(N, d) and a message m ∈ {0,1}∗ as well as oracle access to H(n, ·). It
computes a signature σ := H(n,m)d mod N .

(iii) The deterministic verification algorithm Vrfy takes as input a public key
(N, e), a massage m ∈ {0,1}∗, and a signature σ as well as oracle access
to H(n, ·). It outputs 1 if H(n,m) ≡ σe mod N , and 0 otherwise.
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Example of Security Notions

in Digital Signature Schemes
in the Random Oracle Model
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Experiment for Existential Unforgeability in the Random Oracle Model

Consider the following experiment defined for the RSA-FDH signature scheme

(Gen, Sign,Vrfy), a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A, and a parameter

n:
� �
The signature experiment Sig-forgeA,RSA-FDH(n):

1. Choose h : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}n uniformly.

2. Gen(1n) is run to obtain a public-key (N, e) and a private-key (N, d).

3. Adversary A is given (N, e) as well as oracle access to h(·), and outputs

(m,σ).

4. The output of the experiment is defined to be Vrfyh(·)((N, e),m, σ).

� �
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Definition of Existential Unforgeability in the Random Oracle Model

Definition [Existential Unforgeability in the Random Oracle Model]

The RSA-FDH signature scheme is existentially unforgeable if for all prob-

abilistic polynomial-time adversaries A and all d ∈ N there exists N ∈ N such

that, for all n > N ,

Prob
[
Sig-forgeA,RSA-FDH(n) = 1

]
≤

1

nd
.
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Existentially Unforgeability in the Random Oracle Model

Theorem [Bellare and Rogaway 1993]

If the RSA problem is hard then the RSA-FDH signature scheme has exis-

tentially unforgeability in the random oracle model.

This can be compared with the following:

Theorem [posted again]

The “Textbook RSA” signature scheme does not have existentially unforge-

ability.
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The Random Oracle Methodology

1. First, a scheme is designed and proven secure in the random oracle

model. That is, we assume the world contains a random oracle, and

construct and analyze a cryptographic scheme based on this assumption.

Standard Cryptographic assumption, such as the hardness of the RSA

problem, may be utilized in the proof of security as well.

2. When we want to implement the scheme in the real world, a random

oracle is not available. Instead, the random oracle H in the scheme is

instantiated with a concrete cryptographic hash function Ĥ(x), such as

the SHA hash functions, modified appropriately. That is, at each point

where the scheme dictates that a party should query the oracle for the

value H(x), the party instead computes Ĥ(x) on its own.
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Problem of the Random Oracle Methodology

In modern cryptography, the random oracle methodology is widely used.
This is because

(i) usually, the security proof in the random oracle model is easier than
that in the standard model, and

(ii) the random oracle methodology enables us to design efficient crypto-
graphic schemes, compared with corresponding cryptographic schemes
in the standard model.

Once the random oracle is instantiated, however, the original security proof
in the random oracle model is spoiled and goes back to square one. Ac-
tually, it is not clear how much the instantiation can maintain the security
originally proved in the random oracle model, nor is it clear whether the
random oracle can be instantiated somehow while keeping the original se-
curity.

In the present talk we investigate this problem of the instantiation of the
random oracle based on the concepts and methods of algorithmic random-
ness.
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Precise Formulation of
the Random Oracle Model
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Observation of the Random Oracle Model

The security of a signature scheme Π in the random oracle model has the

following form, in general:
� �
For all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A and all d ∈ N there

exists N ∈ N such that, for all n > N ,

Prob
[
ExptAH ,ΠH(n) = 1

]
≤

1

nd
,

where the probability is taken over random choice of H as well as the

random choices of the parties running Π and the adversary A.� �
This can be rewritten as follows:
� �
For all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A and all d ∈ N there

exists N ∈ N such that, for all n > N ,

1

(# of x)

∑
x

Prob
[
ExptAH ,ΠH(n) = 1

∣∣∣ H = x
]
≤

1

nd
.

� �
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Digital Signature Schemes

in a general form
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`-Function

Definition [`-Function] Let `(n) be a polynomial. An `-Function is a

function H : N × {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ such that |H(n, x)| = `(n) such for all

n, x.

An `-function serves as an instantiation of the random oracle.

Identification of `-Function with Infinite Binary Sequence

We choose a particular bijective total recursive function b : N → N× {0,1}∗.
We then identify an `-function H : N × {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ with the infinite

binary sequence

H(b(0))H(b(1))H(b(2))H(b(3))H(b(4)) · · · · · · .
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Signature Scheme Relative to `-Functions

Definition A signature scheme relative to `-functions is a tuple (Gen, Sign,Vrfy)

of probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms such that, for every `-function
H,

(i) The key generation algorithm Gen takes as input the security parameter
1n and outputs a pair of keys (pk, sk).

(ii) The signing algorithm Sign takes as input a private key sk and a message
m. It is given oracle access to H(n, ·), and then outputs a signature σ.

(iii) The verification algorithm Vrfy takes as input a public key pk, a massage
m, and a signature σ. It is given oracle access to H(n, ·), and then
outputs a bit b, with b = 1 meaning valid and b = 0 meaning invalid.

It is required that, for every n ∈ N+, for every `-function H, for every (pk, sk)
output by Gen(1n), and for every m ∈ {0,1}∗,

VrfyH(n,·)(pk,m, SignH(n,·)(sk,m)) = 1.
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Experiment for Existential Unforgeablity

Consider the following experiment defined for a signature scheme Π =

(Gen, Sign,Vrfy) relative to `-functions, a probabilistic polynomial-time adver-

sary A, a parameter n, and a function h : {0,1}≤q(n) → {0,1}`(n) where q(n)

is the maximum value between the running time of A and the running time

of Sign on the parameter n:
� �
The signature experiment Sig-forgeA,Π(n, h):

1. Gen(1n) is run to obtain keys (pk, sk).

2. Adversary A is given pk and oracle access to h(·), and outputs (m,σ).

3. The output of the experiment is defined to be 1 if Vrfyh(·)(pk,m, σ) = 1,

and 0 otherwise.

� �
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Existential Unforgeability

Definition [Existential Unforgeability Relative to Specific `-Function]

Let H be an `-function. A signature scheme Π = (Gen, Sign,Vrfy) relative to
`-functions is existentially unforgeable relative to H if for all probabilistic
polynomial-time adversaries A and all d ∈ N there exists N ∈ N such that,
for all n > N ,

Prob
[
Sig-forgeA,Π(n,H(n, ·)) = 1

]
≤

1

nd
.

Definition [Existential Unforgeability in the Random Oracle Model]

A signature scheme Π = (Gen, Sign,Vrfy) relative to `-functions is existentially
unforgeable in the random oracle model if for all probabilistic polynomial-
time adversaries A and all d ∈ N there exists N ∈ N such that, for all n > N ,

1

#Func`(n)≤q(n)

∑
h∈Func`(n)≤q(n)

Prob
[
Sig-forgeA,Π(n, h) = 1

]
≤

1

nd
.

where Func`(n)≤q(n) is the set of all functions mapping {0,1}≤q(n) to {0,1}`(n).
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Algorithmic Randomness
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S-Randomness

The idea in algorithmic randomness is to think of an infinite binary sequence

as random if it is in no effective null set. This is done by introducing a test

concept. By specifying a class of tests, one can specify one randomness

notion.

Definition [S-Randomness]

Let S be a set of Martin-Löf tests. A infinite binary sequence α is called

S-random if for every test {An}n∈N ∈ S,

α /∈
∞∩

n=1

An.
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Main Results: Equivalent Condition to Existential Unforgeability

We can define the set TESTSeuΠ , depending on a signature scheme Π and a

security notion (the existential unforgeability).

Theorem

Suppose that a signature scheme Π relative to `-functions is existentially

unforgeable in the random oracle model. Then the set TESTSeuΠ consists of

Schnorr tests.

Theorem [Main Result I]

Suppose that a signature scheme Π relative to `-functions is existentially un-

forgeable in the random oracle model. For every `-function H : N×{0,1}∗ →
{0,1}∗, the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) Π is existentially unforgeable relative to H.

(ii) H is TESTSeuΠ -random.
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Main Results: Instantiation by Schnorr Random Sequence

Theorem [Main Result II]

Suppose that a signature scheme Π relative to `-functions is existentially un-

forgeable in the random oracle model. For every `-function H : N×{0,1}∗ →
{0,1}∗, if H is Schnorr random then Π is existentially unforgeable relative

to H.

Main Results: Existential Unforgeability Almost Everywhere

Theorem [Main Result III]

Suppose that a signature scheme Π relative to `-functions is existentially

unforgeable in the random oracle model. Then

L
(
SecrHeu

Π
)
= 1,

where SecrHeu
Π is the set of all `-functions H : N× {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ such that

Π is existentially unforgeable relative to H and L is Lebesgue measure.
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Secure Instantiation by

Computable Function
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From the Random Oracle Model to the Standard Model I

The conjecture below means that the existential unforgeability of a scheme

Π proved in the random oracle model can be firmly maintained in the stan-

dard model after instantiating the random oracle by some deterministic

polynomial-time computable function.

Conjecture [The Most Desirable Result]

Let `(n) be a polynomial. Suppose that a signature scheme Π relative to

`-functions is existentially unforgeable in the random oracle model. Then

there exists a polynomial-time computable `-functions H : N × {0,1}∗ →
{0,1}∗ such that Π is existentially unforgeable relative to H.

However, it would seem very difficult to determine whether it holds true or

not at present.
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From the Random Oracle Model to the Standard Model II

The second best thing is to investigate whether the conjecture below holds

true or not, where we consider the instantiation of the random oracle

by simply a (deterministic) computable function, which is not necessar-

ily polynomial-time computable.

Conjecture [The Second most Desirable Result]

Let `(n) be a polynomial. Suppose that a signature scheme Π relative to

`-functions is existentially unforgeable in the random oracle model. Then

there exists a computable `-functions H : N × {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ such that Π

is existentially unforgeable relative to H.

In what follows, we prove that an “effective” variant of this conjecture holds

true.
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Effective Existential Unforgeability

Definition [Existential Unforgeability Relative to Specific `-Function]

Let H be an `-function. A signature scheme Π = (Gen, Sign,Vrfy) relative to
`-functions is existentially unforgeable relative to H if for all probabilistic
polynomial-time adversaries A and all d ∈ N there exists N ∈ N such that,
for all n > N ,

Prob
[
Sig-forgeA,Π(n,H(n, ·)) = 1

]
≤

1

nd
.

Definition [Existential Unforgeability in the Random Oracle Model]

A signature scheme Π = (Gen, Sign,Vrfy) relative to `-functions is existentially
unforgeable in the random oracle model if for all probabilistic polynomial-
time adversaries A and all d ∈ N there exists N ∈ N such that, for all n > N ,

1

#Func`(n)≤q(n)

∑
h∈Func`(n)≤q(n)

Prob
[
Sig-forgeA,Π(n, h) = 1

]
≤

1

nd
.

We introduce the effective existential unforgeability by requiring in each of
the above definitions that, given A and d, N can be computed.
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Secure Instantiation by Computable Function

Theorem [Main Result IV]

Let `(n) be a polynomial. Suppose that a signature scheme Π relative to `-

functions is effectively existentially unforgeable in the random oracle model.

Then there exists a computable `-functions H : N × {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ such

that Π is effectively existentially unforgeable to H.

Lemma [Exercise 1.9.21 of Nies 2009]

Let S be an r.e. subset of {0,1}∗. Suppose that L
(
[S]≺

)
< 1 and L

(
[S]≺

)
is

a computable real. Then there exists α ∈ {0,1}∞ such that α is computable

and α /∈ [S]≺.

This lemma is Exercise 1.9.21 of Nies’s textbook of algorithmic randomness:

A. Nies, Computability and Randomness. Oxford University Press, Inc., New

York, 2009.

It can be used to prove the non-existence of a universal Schnorr test.
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Concluding Remarks

Our results use the general form of definitions of security notions for sig-

nature schemes, and depend neither on specific schemes nor on specific

security notions.

It is challenging to determine whether the following conjecture holds or not

under an appropriate computational assumption in the future.

Conjecture

Let `(n) be a polynomial. Suppose that a signature scheme Π relative

to `-functions is polynomial-time effectively existentially unforgeable in the

random oracle model. Then there exists a polynomial-time computable

`-functions H : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ such that Π is polynomial-time effectively

existentially unforgeable relative to H.

The conjecture states that the security in the random oracle model implies

one in the standard model.
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